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In this paper the statistical evolution and also the approach to equi­
librium of a tliormodynainic system have been studied from an infor­
mation-theoretic consideration.
I n trodu ction
Wo consider a system immersed in a reservoir, which may be assumed to be a 
part of a large ideally closed system Interaction between the part-systems 
loads to the establishment of statistical equilibriuni over the whole largo system, 
wliile eq\iilibriiim in a xiart-system is established by its internal iiiteractionB. From 
molecular-statistical point of view the whole system is a collection of a large 
number of interacting componontB (molecules). 'L et x roprosent the energy of 
a corax>onent and E that of ihe system under consideration. Due to interaction 
both X and E are random fluctuating quantities The total energy E of the 
system can bo considered as a statistic, that is, a function of x, say T{x) in the 
sample space (which we shall call here the energy space) of x. Lot pi and P* 
be the micro- and raacrti-states distribution of the random variables x and E, 
respectively, while pt  ^ and PjP are the oorreBjionding initial guesses. As regards 
the equilibrium of the system under consideration, the only available informa­
tion we have, is that the average value of the energy of the system D PiT{xi) 
=  E  known. (Katz 1967).
The problem, as in statistical mechanics, is to make the best guess pi for 
equiUbrium on the basis of the available information and for this we shall make 
use of Kullback minimum discrimination information theorem (Kullbaok 1961), 
wliich is analogous to maximum-entropy principle ((Jaynes 1957a). Kullback 
discrimination information in favour of pt against pi  ^is given by S pt In pijpp.
In case when pt^'s are each equal to a constant such that Spf** =  l,thon
i
Spi In reduces to In except for an additive constant. But this is
t i
nothing but the ne gative of Shannon’s measure of entropy whose identifleation 
with the entropy of statistical mechanics is well-known (Jaynes 1967b).
The minimum value of hpthipilpp subject to the condition that Sp(T(a;i) = E 
t i
H{E, A) =  AjE;-ln0(A)
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and this is possible if and only if
Pi =  ex]p{AT{Xi))pi^ l<i>{A)
where E =  In {^A), <1,{A) S exp(Ay(o;J)i7^«
As regards the equilibrium of the system we should mention as pointed out by 
Ehrenfcst (1959) that equilibrium is to be conceived in such ‘coarse-grained’ sense 
as corresponds to the maximum possible uniformity of distribution wdthout 
any loss of available information and which from statistical point of view is equi­
valent to the minimal bufificient partitioning of the sample space (energy-space) 
of the system. (Chakrabarti 1972).
P a r t it io n  an d  A ppro ac h  to E q u ilib r iu m
As a system approaches equilibrium, as it grows old and as the equilibrium 
is to be conceived in the ‘coarse-grained’ sense with maximum possible uniformity 
of distribution, the approach to equilibrium would be through the process of 
‘coarao-graining’ or through the partitioning of the energy space of the system.
In the process of minimization of pi lnpf/pi“ we note that (Kullback 1961)
2  Pi In ^  
1
X P i In • ( 2)
where the summations S and 2*aro for the ‘fine-grained’ and ‘coarse-grained’ 
distributions, respectively. The first member of the inequality (2) is in general 
greater than the second and this is due to the ‘coarse-graining’ of the ‘fine-grained’ 
distribution (equivalently ‘coarse-grained’ partitioning of the energy-space) and 
this loss of information corresponds to the process of irreversibility (Katz 1967, 
Jaynes 1957b). The equilibrium itself is achieved when In p</p#° assumes its
I
minimum value E{E, A) by discarding all other informations as obsolete and 
partaining as given information, only the average value of the total energy
S piT{xi) =  E, which is the only available information as regards the equilibrium 
» — 
state of the system under consideration. The equilibidum in fact, in the infor­
mation-theoretic approach to statistical mechanics, can bo defined as the situa­
tion in which the averages of the constants of motion (hero the average energy) 
are the only knowledges or informations available (Katz 1967). In this spirit, 
the evolution of the system undergoing irreversible processes and approaching 
equilibrium would be evident, if wo can show for the random motion of the system 
the gradual decrease of S pi In p(/pi® with time regardless of any other consi-
I
derations.
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For this wo consider the behaviour of S pt In pijpi^with. respect to the random
i
motion of the system. The time evolution of tho miorostate distribution 
at time into another pj{t,^ ) at a later time >  tj) can be written in the form
PAh) ^  ^ PifPA^ 'i) (3)
where ptf is the transition probability from i-th state to j-th state and satisfies 
the conditions
P i f PO  and Sp i/ =  1.
J
Pij in general depends on the memory of the sysiom and also on the initial state.
If  the prior probability distribution pi  ^ also folh)ws the same time evolution 
as that of pi in (3) that is, if
then it can be shown with the help of (3) that
■■■ ”
which moans that duo to the smoothing of the distribution by tho relation (3),
the discrimination information S pt In pijpi  ^ will docroase gradually with time
i
and this degradation of information (in v^hich lies tho true meaning of irreversi­
bility) with time implies tho gradual approach of the system to equilibrium and 
this is nothing but the irreversible approach to oquilibrium.
Finally wo note that our model, with arbitrary initial distribution, will 
approach the canonical distribution; in fact it follows from the equality of the last 
two members of the inequality (2), which in the case of equilibrium becomes al- 
through an equality.
For 1”  ^  ^  “  6''^™ ' ’y (KuUbaek 1961)
Pt, =  exp{m)PkV<PW
whioh is Gibbs’ canonical distribution of energy Et -witli A =  —l/fe!T, h being 
pnU.r.m..nn constant, T. absolute temperature, and P*» is the weight for the state
with energy Ejt-
CoNCLtrsioN
In conclusion it should be mentioned that in our method of approach, no 
special assumptions are made concerning the structure of the system. In parti­
cular, no considerations from tho kinetic theory have been taken for- the etudy
of the time-evolution of the system.
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